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ongoing cultural impact of photography.
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We are hosting the discussion in Guatemala to emphasize its importance as a site where the Cold War flashed
hot—and where the legacy of this violence is still being grappled with. Guatemala represents an early case
of CIA intervention, and training ground for further
action in other, better known ‘Cold War’ sites in the
hemisphere. By spotlighting Guatemala, we hope to
reorient attention from the U.S.-U.S.S.R binary that still
dominates Cold War studies, and spark lively, comparative discussion of transnational connections to other
overlooked sites.
In the next few days, we hope to facilitate a cross-disciplinary exchange of research to advance understanding of how photographs are made; how they function;
how shifting contexts affect and may alter this function.
How can the use of photographs in multiple Cold War
contexts alter our understanding of
the myth of photography as a
“universal language”? What are
the challenges of archival research and the role of archives
in constructing public histories
and cultural memories of the
Cold War? These are some of
the many issues that we look
forward to exploring through
a close look at the Cold War
Camera.
Thy Phu and Andrea Noble
Conference Co-organizers
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Thursday, February 20th: Sites of Memory Tour
Guatemala City (Coordinated by Daniel Hernández-Salazar)
7:45 | BREAKFAST (Salón REAL)
8:30 | Meet in Lobby of the Hotel Panamerican
8:45 | Private shuttle from Hotel Panamerican to Bone
Laboratory of the FAFG
9:00 | Arrival at Bone Laboratory of the FAFG.
10:15 | Museum of Martyrs
12:00 | LUNCH (Hotel Panamerican)
1:00 | National Police Historical Archive,
16:30 | Catholic Church Human Rights Bureau.
18:00-20:00 | Hotel Panamerican | Press conference | Reception
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Friday, February 21st: Hotel Camino Real, Antigua, Guatemala
*Camino Real Antigua is at 7ma Calle Poniente 33B, La, Antigua
*All participants will be given a WIFI code upon check-in

8-9 | BREAKFAST
CiRMA
This morning session will take place at CiRMA, Library.
9-9:30 | Welcome from the Conference Organizers
9:30-10:30 | Plenary: Ariella Azoulay: “The Nascent Photographic Statement of Human Rights”
Much had been written on the primacy of the principle of state sovereignty in
the discourse of human rights that was shaped in the mid forties, and on the
textual precedents to the UDHR – from the Atlantic charter (1941) through
the UN charter (1942). Only little, if at all, has been written on the conditions
under which this universal language was taught, and on the way it shaped the
visual photographic statements (enoncés) of human rights. More particularly,
little attention has been devoted to what could be seen by citizens at the late
forties as violation of human rights and what was - or was not - presented by
sovereign states as violation of human rights. In order to open these questions, I suggest going back in time, to the end of the WWII, when the foundation of the cold war was laid down.

10:30-10:45 | COFFEE BREAK
11-13:00 | Panel #1: Cold, Hot, and Dirty Wars
Eric Sandeen, “‘Family of Man’ in Guatemala”
“The Family of Man” stopped in Guatemala City in 1956. In preparation for
its appearance, Guatemalan representatives were sent to the opening of the
traveling version of the exhibit at Washington’s Corcoran Gallery in the summer of 1955. The USIA archives contain an image of Edward Steichen being
interviewed by Guatemalan radio broadcasters. These archives also house
folders – scrapbooks, really – that the USIA maintained of the exhibit’s visit to
selected countries. Guatemala is the subject of one of the seven scrapbooks –
the only western hemisphere country represented. What would an exhibit like
this, crafted as a universal statement but deployed in a world dominated by the
binary of the Cold War, mean in the context of Guatemala? I have done some
work that extricates the exhibit from the Cold War binary by showing how it
might have been used in non-aligned countries. I have also speculated that the
exhibit lost its effectiveness when the post-colonial moment of the late ‘50s
and early ‘60s arrived. I would now like to examine how the exhibit might
have functioned in the fraught relationship between the U. S. and Latin America where colonialism was explicitly enforced and allegiances were vigorously,
even lethally, tested.
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Dot Tuer, “The Making of the Concerned Photographer:
Cornell Capa and the Cold War lens in Guatemala”
This paper focuses on Cornell Capa’s photographic work in Latin American
and his advocacy for the humanitarian role of the “concerned photographer.”
The starting point of analysis is a photo essay by Capa on Guatemala and the
reformist government of Jacobo Árbenz Guzmán that was published in the
October 12, 1953 issue of Life magazine. I consider how Capa’s photographs
were used by Life as Cold War propaganda in anticipation of the 1954 CIA-engineered military coup in Guatemala, and how they can be read in relation to
the larger archive of Capa’s Guatemalan photographs and his later publications on Latin America. In so doing, I argue that Capa played a central role in
shaping the American lens of Cold War photography in Latin America as a paternalistic ethnography, which rendered post-coup Guatemala and the violence
against indigenous peoples invisible in the mass media after 1954. To further
contextualize this argument, I discuss the relation of photojournalism to oral
testimony, the politics of commitment, and the emergence of cultural memory
as a Cold War haunting during Ríos Montt’s genocidal regime in Guatemala
in the early 1980s. Here, Susan Meiselas makes a guest appearance as one of
the photographers who contributed to a solidarity brochure in 1983 when the
photo essay had been relegated to the margins of the mass media. I conclude
with a brief discussion of works by contemporary Guatemalan artists Daniel
Hernández-Salazar and Regina José Galindo (both Angels of History though
I will avoid the overused Benjamin reference), which serve as embodied counterpoints to the Cold War lens of concerned photography.
		

Molly Geidel, “Showcasing Development, Underdevelopment, and Bolivian Indigeneity in Life Photographs, 19611964”
This paper investigates the role photography played in showcasing the modernization mission in Bolivia, examining how Life photographs helped frame
Bolivia’s people in the Cold War imagination as display objects in need of
instruction by elite U.S. and domestic actors so that they might “leave behind”
indigenous cultural practices and, above all, traditions of insurgency. The
paper analyzes two Life photo essays on Bolivia—Dmitri Kessel’s 1961 “A
Tormented, Grim Land” and Michael Rougier’s 1964 “Hostages of a Mob
of Miners”—arguing that each of these photo essays attempts a different
showcasing technique. The first set of photographs portrays rural indigenous Bolivians as proper national subjects performing an ideal of national
belonging through developmentalist submission and striving, while excluding
militant leftists and miners from the narrative of incorporation and progress.
The second essay attempts to reincorporate the economically disempowered
miners back into the nation while imagining Indians and women as threatening
their peaceful reincorporation. Both photo spreads work together to secure
the division between miners and their indigenous neighbors in service of the
development mission, framing U.S.-sponsored attempts by the Bolivian state
to fracture old left-wing revolutionary peasant-worker coalitions as an altruistic
pedagogical measure designed to help the country modernize.
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Jason Pribilsky, “Developing Selves: Diagnostic Photography and Andean Peasants in the Cold War Andes, 1951-1966”
A central concern of early Cold War social science was to identify ways sotermed “backward peoples” in the global south could be quickly and efficiently
modernized in advance of Soviet development projects. While modernization
included standard aspects of development – improved health, articulation
with market economies, and infrastructure, among others – it also focused
on a search for deep-seated ideological “values” seen as essential to capitalist-oriented modernization, so that winning “hearts and minds” first required
developing selves. The Cornell-Peru Project (CCP), or Vicos Project, typified
this approach, by taking advantage of a unique opportunity to assume the role
of patrón of a hacienda in the highland Peruvian Andes turning Vicos’ 2,500
indigenous residents into research subjects. This paper will analyze the enormous visual legacy of the CPP, focusing on the work of the celebrated pioneer
of visual anthropology, John Collier, Jr. My aim is to consider the role of photography and photographic images in the context of the globalizing behavioral
sciences. I analyze the antagonisms between Collier’s humanist tendencies as a
photographer, who delighted in the capture of cultural specificity and human
joy, and the project scientists, who desired a different rhetorically powerful set
of universal images of underdevelopment that ultimately celebrated the possibilities of American modernization and the behavioral sciences to ameliorate
it.

Respondent: Pippa Oldfield
Walk to Camino Real Hotel for lunch.
Afternoon sessions take place at the Camino Real Hotel
13:00-14:30 | LUNCH
14:30-16:30 | Panel #2: Archiving Memory
Heather Diack, “The Cold War Camera and the Heat of
Historiography”
Group Material’s “Timeline: The Chronicle of U.S. Invention in Central and
Latin America” (1984) at P.S.1’s Center for Contemporary Art was a multimedia project that combined photography and installation in the service of disassembling conceptions of memory and memorialization, as well as intervention
and activism. Characterized by the late Cold War period, Group Material mobilized photographic representations, from both popular culture and high art,
in response to the escalating crisis (including continuous CIA operatives being
carried out in Nicaragua and El Salvador). By excavating a long standing history, “Timeline” ultimately underscored how time is always mediated by space,
both immediate and geo-political. My paper engages with the use of photography in “Timeline” in order to consider how Group Material’s artistic practice
reflected politically and aesthetically on intersecting notions of time and space
during the Cold War as well as in the then burgeoning field of installation art.
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Eva Pluharova, “‘Almost Anything was Possible if You
Knew How to Do It.’ On the Circulation of Photography
Across the Iron Curtain. The Czech Photography Critics,
Curators and Editors Anna Fárová (1928-2010) and Daniela
Mrázková’”
This paper explores the work of Anna Fárová and Daniela Mrázková, who
were key figures in the exchange of photography between Eastern and Western Europe during the Cold War era. Based in Prague, the two women took
advantage of the Czech capital’s ability to provide--from the cultural thaw of
the late 1950s and beyond the end of the Prague Spring in 1968--a terrain of
a relatively free circulation of images and artistic ideas across the frontiers of
the nations and the political blocks via the printed media. When this relative
freedom ended with signing the Charta 77, Fárová and Mrázková were banned
from the possibilities of publishing at home. Yet the flow of information was
severely restricted but never ceased, and my paper shows how the women
managed to use their contacts abroad to provide information about the situation of culture under late state socialism and to promote Czech and Soviet
photographers internationally.

Laura Wexler, “Chinese Family Photographs and the Chill
of Cold War Memory”
During the Cultural Revolution in China, many Chinese families were forced
to reject objects of solidarity upon which modern family life depends,
including their own families’ photograph albums. For, if discovered by Red
Guards, these albums rendered individuals vulnerable to state violence because
they exposed social status, intimate connections, and individual aspirations.
Hence, from 1966 – 1976, thousands of family photograph albums were
destroyed. However, many thousands of these albums do actually still exist, as
I discovered when I went searching for them Beijing and other city markets.
Orphaned albums, they are no longer connected to the families that could
tell the oral history of what they represent. Yet they are incredibly valuable
archival remains of a very difficult period in Chinese society that still haunts
the ways that families, - in China and overseas - are able, or not, to absorb and
pass along their own stories. My paper will compare Mao-era Chinese family
photograph albums from my own collection with contemporary Chinese family photographs from a variety of domains, including private sources, public
media and the work of artists. I will demonstrate how frozen histories might
be thawed by these objects, and consider the relevance of family photographs
– lost, saved, orphaned, destroyed, found, archived, recreated, and otherwise –
to traumatic diasporic experience.

Ned O’Gorman and Kevin Hamilton, “The U.S. Air Force’s
Lookout Mountain Laboratory: Reconstructing a History of
Cold War Visuality”
This paper examines the significance of the United States Air Force’s 1352nd
Photographic Squadron, also known as Lookout Mountain Laboratory (LML),
based in Hollywood with personnel distributed across the globe. LML shows
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us how America’s nuclear history is a visual history. Still and motion-picture
cameras were crucial because they could be rigged to record the otherwise
indiscernible visual facets of nuclear ballistics. But photography and motion
pictures were vital, because they introduced to computing handy rhetorics of
editing, mise en scène, and narrative that were crucial to constructing the story
of American nuclear power for those within and without the nuclear weapons complex. Consequently, cameras and their operators—above all those
of LML—accompanied scientists and soldiers everywhere that new weapons
were tested or deployed, and the resulting films were dispersed widely through
multiple channels. In our paper we discuss the challenges of writing a history
of Cold War visuality, by reflecting on our ongoing work on LML, and our
own struggle to “see” a corpus and an infrastructure of vision that eludes
perception through scale, secrecy and even sublimity.

Respondent: Elspeth Brown
17:00-19:00 | Fototeca, Centre for Mesoamerican Research
(CiRMA)
Welcome (Mitchell Denburg, co-founder)
Digital Exhibition (Marcos Armstrong, freelance archivist)
“The Cold War in Guatemala: Photographs from the 			
CiRMA Photography Archives, 1940s-1990s” Curated by Marcos
Armstrong and Anaís García Salazar
Complimentary Reception
20:00-22:00 | Dinner at Camino Real

Saturday, February 22nd: Hotel Camino Real, Antigua, Guatemla
8-9 | BREAKFAST
9-10:30 | Welcome
Plenary: Nicholas Mirzoeff: “Freeze: The Photographic
Commons and the Military-Industrial Complex”
During the Cold War, photography took on the ethos of the “decisive
moment,” the fraction of a second in which all could be seen. The U2
photograph of Cuba that instigated the Cuban Missile Crisis, ten years after
Cartier-Bresson’s book put the term into circulation, epitomized a century of
visualizing. When Colin Powell presented his heavily-annotated photographs
of Iraq to the United Nations in 2003 to justify the invasion, that moment
had passed. But the use of top-down aerial photographic visualizing as a
weapon has only accelerated. Can we “unfreeze” the photograph to find a
commons where we recognize each other, as briefly experienced during the
2011 social movements, or is the military-industrial complex successfully
reconfiguring itself ?

10:30-10:45 | COFFEE BREAK
10:45-12:045 | Panel #3: Cold War Aesthetics
John Curley, “Containing Abstraction: A Cold War Theory
of Photography”
In 1962, grainy, blurred surveillance photographs brought the world to the
brink of nuclear apocalypse during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Despite the
American need for these images to be perceived as truthful documents, the
pictures are images of uncertainty that communicated little to untrained eyes.
They were images that suppressed their abstraction. While ambiguity is inherent to photography, these questions of visual doubt become politically urgent
during the Cold War, especially since it was, according to Marshall McLuhan,
“an electric battle of information and of images,” rather than a traditional
war. This paper explores “Cold War visuality,” the ways that various Cold War
factions desperately attempted to control photographic meaning in the midst
of uncertainty and how this uncertainty manifested itself as an ideological
style of abstraction, one that extended beyond photography into art. Paralleling the rise of ideological doubt in the wake of Vietnam, Prague, and other
public failures of the Cold War superpowers, photography could join abstraction in painting in Pop Art as a site of doubt.

Andrés Mario Zervigón, “The Politics of Memory and
Mimesis in German Photography of the Postwar Moment,
1945-1950.”
The essay inquires into difficult political valences of memory and mimesis in
Cold-War-Era German photography. It suggests that in a climate of historical
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amnesia following the preceding war and spiked by the growing cultural tension strung between Germany’s western and eastern occupied zones, mimesis
itself became one of the primary phenomena used to identify political and
ideological distinctions. The result was a marked absence of aesthetic innovation in postwar German photography during the 5 years that followed the
Second World War’s conclusion. I test this hypothesis by looking at the genre
known as Trümmerfotografie (rubble photography), asking why this corpus of
images was so conventional both in content and style, despite its shocking subject matter? I propose that after the horrors of fascism and war, psychological denial, a guilty conscious, and deep melancholy overtook German image
making in a climate of politicized mimesis. As a consequence, the country’s increasingly thriving industry of illustrated periodicals and photo-books pursued
tepid pictorial approaches that effectively sought to assuage and reconstruct
the traumatized capacity of visual perception.

Ileana Selejan, “War in Paradise. Solentiname and the Sandinista Revolution”
In 1984, Canadian photographer Larry Towell arrived in the Solentiname
Archipelago, located in a remote and insulated region of Nicaragua, where
in the mid-sixties, motivated by the promises of the precepts of Liberation
Theology, Ernesto Cardenal, established a Utopian community to resist the
Somoza regime. Largely independent from the rest of the country, Solentiname represented a “safe heaven” in the years leading up to the Sandinista
revolution of 1978-79. Towell’s work from the post-revolutionary years stands
in direct contrast to that of Panamanian photographer Sandra Eleta, whose
earlier photographs show the idyllic life of the fishermen and peasants in
Solentiname despite the hardships and oppressiveness of the regime. The
Solentiname Towell “found” in the eighties was a lost paradise, contaminated
by the surrounding rampant violence. This paper examines the Solentiname
islands as a social-political landscape within the larger environment of the U.S.
supported counter-revolutionary war in Nicaragua and in Central America.
Towell’s photographic travelogue will be discussed alongside Cardenal’s politicized conceptualization of Solentiname as Utopian site.
		

Respondent: Joseph Slaughter
13:00-14:30 | LUNCH

14:30-16:30 | Panel #4: Intercultural Exchange
Darren Newbury, “Ernest Cole’s House of Bondage, the United
States Information Agency and the Cultural Politics of the
Cold War”
In the period before his departure from South Africa into exile, the photographer Ernest Cole established a connection with the United States Information
Agency (USIA), an arm of US Cold War public diplomacy, at their offices in
Johannesburg. So close was his connection that Cole stored his negatives there
while abroad, and may even have had keys to the USIA office. This connection suggests that, while Cole’s photos are often interpreted against the back-
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drop of apartheid, they are also entangled in the cultural politics of the Cold
War. He possessed both local and international connections that facilitated the
circulation of the work to audiences beyond South Africa, and Cold War visual
propaganda providing a cultural context for its reception. This paper reads
Cole’s project in the context of the complex cultural politics of the Cold War,
during a period when images of racial oppression and conflict in Africa and
the US were circulating globally as a form of visual propaganda.

Joseph Slaughter, “To Live as a Photograph.”
In this paper, I contrast the circulatory qualities of big news atrocity photography with the restricted movement of more mundane, little photographs of
blacks in South Africa in the 1960-70s. The technology of instant photography, Polaroid especially, was employed by the apartheid regime to create and
control populations. The purpose of the passbook photograph was to bind its
subject tightly to the reference book—to firmly and formally fix an identity. The passbook photo locks the person into an inflexible relationship with
his picture, as a single unit that forms a legal identity; the one is incomplete
without the other. In this paper, I examine the intersection of three important
scenes of passbook photography that associate the technology with a particular kind of civil death: Athol Fugard, John Kane, and Winston Ntshona’s play
Sizwe Bansi is Dead (1972); black South African photographer Ernest Cole’s
illegal documentary exposé of life under apartheid, The House of Bondage
(1968); and the Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement in Boston, whose
activism precipitated the first divestment of a multi-national corporation from
South Africa.

Erina Duganne, “Group Material, Photography, and the
Cold War Building Global Solidarity with Central America at
P.S.1”
In this paper, I explore how the Reagan administration attempted to justify
photographically the existence of a so-called Soviet threat in Central America
as well as how the New York City-based artist collective Group Material in
turn sought to intervene in this Cold War rhetoric through their 1984 installation, “Timeline: A Chronicle of U.S. Intervention in Central and Latin
America.” I argue that Group Material’s display of press photographs within
Timeline as autonomous aesthetic objects on equal footing with all of the
other cultural artifacts in the room suggests a more complicated role, one that
I maintain intersects with the exhibition’s larger activist function to provide
global solidarity with victims of the U.S.-backed repression in Central America.
Whereas the Reagan administration used photography’s assumed indexicality
to justify ideological beliefs that had already been formed in advance, Group
Material instead harnessed the presentness of these images to draw out interconnections with the larger history of U.S. imperialism and of global human
oppression.

Sarah Bassnett, “Photography and Insecurity: Life Magazine
and the Emergence of Neoliberalism”
Drawing on interdisciplinary scholarship on risk I explore Life magazine in the
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context of postwar liberalism and its culture of risk, which became central to
the everyday experience of Life’s readers amidst the geopolitical tensions of
the Cold War. I suggest that the disorientation produced by contrasting stories,
a common motif in the magazine, perpetuated yet transformed an experience
of insecurity. The magazine’s dissonant narratives reproduced the kinds of
abrupt jolts that unsettled people’s daily lives, but amidst the discontinuity, human interest stories presented a tightly managed, comfortingly closed refuge.

Respondent: Johanna Lozoya
16:30-16:45 | COFFEE BREAK
19:00-21:00 | BANQUET | Closing Remarks

Participants
Marcos Armstrong is a photography archivist, digitization specialist and

photographer. He has a Master of Arts in Photographic Preservation and
Collections Management from Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He
especially interested in preservation, research, and management of photographs and digital images, and the creation of online image collections. Marcos
has consulted for CIRMA Fototeca on image preservation strategies including
digitization, cataloguing, and housing. He presently works as a photography
archivist at the Archive of Modern Conflict (AMC) in Toronto, and has managed the image archive of Ryerson University’s Modern Literature and Culture
Research Centre.

Ariella Azoulay is Assistant Professor of Modern Media and Culture
at Brown University, where her research focuses on revolutions from the
18th century onward and investigates how historical knowledge is portrayed
through photographs, sketches, cinema, and other visual media. The Israeli
political regime has been a primary focus of her work. An expert in visual culture and photography, Ariella Azoulay focuses her research on how history is
told through visual mediums — photographs, film, drawings, and other visual
elements — and how these provide a level of detail and context not provided
solely by the written word.. She is the author of numerous books, including
The Civil Contract of Photography, and The Civil Imagination, among many others.
Sarah Bassnett is associate professor in the Department of Visual Arts at
Western University, London, Ontario and a member of the Toronto Photography Seminar. She has almost completed a study on photography, liberalism,
and the making of modern Toronto and is starting a new project on human
interest stories.
Elspeth Brown’s research focuses on gender, sexuality, and commercial

Sunday, February 23rd
8-9:30 | CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
10 | Airport Shuttle (for those returning on this day)
14

culture in the twentieth century United States. In photography studies, she
works in the areas of U.S. photography, commercial photography, fashion
photography, and sexuality and photography. Her books include The Corporate
Eye: Photography and the Rationalization of American Commercial Culture, 18841929 (2005); Cultures of Commerce: Representation and American Business Culture,
1877-1960 (2006; co-editor) and Feeling Photography (forthcoming, co-edited
with Thy Phu). She is currently working on three projects: a history of the
commercial modeling industry in the twentieth century U.S. (under contract
with Duke); editing a special issue of Photography and Culture on “Queering
Photography” in collaboration with Sara Davidmann and Bruno Cechel; and
a LGBTQ oral history/queer archives project in the US and Canada. She is
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also a volunteer at the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, where her current
project is processing the collection of Rupert Raj, trans activist.

John J. Curley is Assistant Professor of Art History in the Department

of Art at Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. He
received his Ph.D. from Yale University in 2007, and his research focuses primarily on the conflicted relationship of painting and photography during the
Cold War. His book A Conspiracy of Images: Andy Warhol, Gerhard Richter and the
Art of the Cold War will appear from Yale University Press in the fall of 2013.
In addition to Warhol and Richter, he has also published essays on Willem de
Kooning, Lothar Baumgarten, and Life magazine. His research has been supported by the Yale Center for British Art, the Terra Foundation, the DAAD,
the ACLS, and the Getty Research Institute. He has also taught at Washington
University in St. Louis and Sewanee, the University of the South.

Mitchell Denburg is an American born photographer and entrepreneur

who during the 1970s and 1980s photographed much of Latin America and
the Caribbean. He was the founder of the photo achieve of CIRMA, (Centro
Regional de Investigaciones de Mesoamerica) located in Antigua, Guatemala,
and traveled and photographed extensively for the Inter American Foundation
based in Rosslyn, Virginia. It was during these trips for the foundation that
Mitchell was exposed to hundreds of grassroots development projects. He
has resided in Antigua, Guatemala since 1977. Mitchell’s photographic works
are housed in The CIRMA Photographic Achieve, Tulane University Latin
American Archive, and many private collections. His work has also been used
to illustrate several publications. While he continues to work in photography
and at his varied business interests, his main focus has become his role as the
President of the New Roots Foundation. Mitchell is also an advocate for the
private and public forestry industry in Guatemala, and is himself responsible
for the planting of over 600,000 trees in his adopted country.

Heather Diack is Assistant Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art
at University of Miami, Florida. Previously a Postdoctoral Fellow in Modern and Contemporary Art at the University of British Columbia, as well as
a fellow of the Jackman Humanities Institute, and the Canadian Centre for
Architecture, Diack received her Ph.D. from the University of Toronto, and is
a graduate of the art history program at McGill University and the Independent Study Program of the Whitney Museum of American Art. Diack curates
and publishes regularly on topics related to the post-war period and issues in
contemporary art.

culture. In addition to book chapters, articles, and reviews, she is the author of
The Self in Black and White: Race and Subjectivity in Postwar American Photography
(2010) as well as a co-editor and an essayist for Beautiful Suffering: Photography and
the Traffic in Pain (2007). Her current book-length project, tentatively entitled
Central America as “Living” History: Photojournalism and U.S. Public Memory at
the End of the Cold War, explores the circulation of photojournalistic images
documenting events from the Central American civil wars beginning in the
late 1970s and the ways in which these photographs were used to articulate,
challenge as well as redescribe U.S. public memory during the last years of the
Cold War.

Molly Geidel is a Visiting Assistant Professor in the History Department
at Cornell University.

Kevin Hamilton is an artist and researcher with the School of Art and
Design at the University of Illinois. Kevin’s research-based artistic work spans
the domains of Public Art, New Media, and the Digital Humanities. Longterm
collaborative projects include historical and theoretical work on the history
of interface representations in mediated violence, with a special emphasis
on government-produced fi lms related to nuclear weapons development.
This research also includes the creation of experimental interactive works for
accessing deep multimedia archives. Recent artistic work has included a commissioned public project on the history of cybernetics for the State of Illinois
at the Institute for Genomic Biology, a performance at Links Hall Chicago on
racial and religious histories of the Colorado Rockies, a comic book on local
race histories for the City of Urbana, Illinois, and a collaborative video about
telephone communication for the ASPECT DVD series. Recognition for his
work has included grants from the National Science Foundation and National
Endowment for the Humanities, presentation at conferences across Europe
and North America (ISEA/ DEAF/CAA/NCA/ACM-SIGCHI), publication
in edited journals and anthologies (Routledge/CCCS/Palm Press/UCLA),
and invited residencies (Banff/USC-IML/Bratislava).
Daniel Hernández-Salazar began his passion for photography as a

University, where she teaches courses in American art, photography, and visual

child. Because he studied architecture, his first commissions were in architectural photography. He worked as photojournalist during the Guatemalan
civil war in the 1980’s as a local stringer for AFP, Reuters and the Associated
Press. Currently, he works as an independent photographer. His main themes
of work are Portrait, Nudes and Memory. He works with digital and analog
photo and darkroom equipment. He has shown his work in more than 25
solo exhibitions and more than 30 groups shows in North, Central and South
America, Europe, Korea and Japan. For his artistic creation work in service of
Human Rights he received the 1998 Jonathan Mann Award from the Interna-
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Erina Duganne is Associate Professor of Art History at Texas State

tional Association of Physicians in Aids Care, and was named Knight of the
Ordre Des Artes et des Lettres by the French Government in 2005. In 2007,
The University of Texas Press published So That All Shall Know, a book on his
work. The New York Times LENS Blog published the articles “Angels Watch
Over Memories of War” and “A Quest for Justice in Guatemala” about his
work. Since November 2012, his work has been included in the permanent
collection of the new Kazerne Dossin Holocaust and Human Rights Museum
in Mechelen, Belgium.

Johanna Lozoya (Dr.), Writer, cultural historian and architect. Researcher

at the Architecture, Urbanism and Landscape Center of the Faculty of Architecture, National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM). Coordinator of
transdisciplinary project GEE-MX Lab: City & Emotions (Laboratory Group
of Study of Emotions-Mexico). Her line of research has been intellectual
history & Latin America’s cultural and political imaginaries in the 20th century,
history of emotions, City & Cold War, history of mentalities & Latin American identitary contemporary nationalist imaginaries. She is author of Monsters
of Silence. Wanderings on Contemporary Anguish (Taurus, 2014); Deep Disjuncts. Emotional Geographies of the Progressist Woman ( Ciebo, 2014); Besieged Cities (Tusquets,
2010); The Indian Hands of the Spanish Race. Mestizaje as an Architectural Argument
(Conaculta, 2010); Written Architecture (INAH, 2009); and the novels Troy City
(Ceibo, 2015), Simple Crimes (2014) and Letters from Aden (2011, Anagma Prix
2010). She’s working on her current project: Love in Times of Architecture: a Battle
during the Cold War.

Nicholas Mirzoeff is Professor of Media, Culture and Communication

at New York University. He is one of the founders of the academic discipline
of visual culture in books like An Introduction to Visual Culture (1999/2009) and
The Visual Culture Reader (1998/2002/2012). He is also Deputy Director of the
International Association for Visual Culture and organized its first conference
in 2012. His most recent book The Right to Look: A Counterhistory of Visuality
(2011) won the Anne Friedberg Award for Innovative Scholarship from the
Society of Cinema and Media Studies in 2013

Darren Newbury is Professor of Photographic History and Director

Cape Town Revisited. Photographs by Bryan Heseltine (Black Dog Publishing) in
2013. He has also been editor of the journal Visual Studies since 2003.

Andrea Noble is Professor of Latin American Studies at the University
of Durham, UK, where she specializes in visual culture studies, particularly
Mexican film and photography. Amongst her most recent photography-related
publications is Photography and Memory in Mexico: Icons of Revolution (University of Manchester Press, 2010), which traces the ‘life stories’ of some of the
famous images made during the 1910 Revolution. She has also co-edited two
essay collections: Phototextualities: Intersections of Photography and Narrative (University of New Mexico Press) and Photography: Theoretical Snapshots (Routledge,
2008). Her current research and writing projects include an exploration of
the relationship between visual culture and social movements and conflict in
Latin America. This research focuses on areas such as the status of the photo
opportunity on behalf of human rights, and the role of the visual media in the
so-called war on drugs in Mexico. It is concerned with the political, aesthetic
and emotional work performed by such visual images as they circulate in the
global iconosphere.
Ned O’Gorman is an Associate Professor, Associate Head, and Conrad
Humanities Scholar in the Department of Communication at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. He works in several different areas: the history of
rhetoric (in practice and in theory), political thought/theory, aesthetics, technology studies, and the digital humanities. He has special interest in the crises
and tensions of modernity, or late-modernity, as they were manifested in the
Cold War in the United States. He is the author of Spirits of the Cold War: Contesting Worldviews in the Classical Age of American Security Strategy (2012, Michigan
State University Press), and the forthcoming (currently titled) The Iconoclastic
Shutter: Image, Catastrophe, and Economy in America since the Kennedy Assassination
(under contract with the University of Chicago Press, expected publication
2014), as well as a number of journal essays on topics related to rhetorical
theory, aesthetics, religion, political theory, and political history.
Pippa Oldfield is Head of Programme at Impressions Gallery of Pho-

of Postgraduate Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Brighton. He
studied photography and cultural studies at undergraduate and postgraduate
levels, and completed his PhD in 1995. He has published widely on photography, photographic education and visual research. His most recent research has
focused on the development of photography in apartheid South Africa and
the re-use of historical images as a form of memorialisation in contemporary
post-apartheid displays. He published Defiant Images: Photography and Apartheid
South Africa (University of South Africa Press) in 2009 and People Apart: 1950s

tography, Bradford, and a Doctoral Fellow at Durham University, where she
is undertaking research into women’s engagement with war photography in
the American hemisphere. She has curated numerous photography exhibitions
including The Home Front by Melanie Friend (Impressions Gallery, forthcoming);
Bringing the War Home: Recent Photographic Responses to Conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan (Impressions Gallery, 2010); and co-curated Once More, With Feeling: Recent
Photography From Colombia (Impressions Gallery, The Photographers Gallery,
London; University of Essex; Rugby Art Gallery and Museum; University of
Hertfordshire, 2007 - 2009).
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Thy Phu is Associate Professor in the English Department at Western

University, in London, Ontario, Canada, where she teaches courses on cultural
studies, critical theory and American Studies. Picturing Model Citizens: Civility
and Citizenship in Asian American Visual Culture, her first book, explores the role
of civility in compensating for citizenship in the visual representation of U.S.
race relations. Feeling Photography, a collection of essays, co-edited with Elspeth
Brown, is forthcoming from Duke University Press. She serves as Editor of
the Americas region for the interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal Photography
and Culture, and has co-edited special issues on “Circulation” (The History of
Photography), and, in Photography and Culture, on the themes of “Affecting Photographies” and “Wasting Nature.” Her current research explores the history
of 20th century Vietnamese photography.

Jason Pribilsky is an Associate Professor of Anthropology at Whitman
College. He is author of La Chulla Vida: Gender, Migration, and the Family in
Andean Ecuador and New York City (2007), and is currently working on a project
titled Culture’s Laboratory: Scientific Imagination, Applied Anthropology, and the Making of the Cornell-Peru Project at Vicos.
Eva Pluhařová-Grigienė is a German art historian. She studied art

history, romance languages, psychology and Eastern European studies in Kiel,
Berlin and Prague. Since 2001 she has worked internationally as a cultural
manager and curator (2001-2002 Memorial of the Concentration Camp of
Ravensbrück, 2003-2005 Thomas Mann Cultural Centre Nida, Lithuania,
2006-2013 inter:est Limited: cultural management and exchange for Eastern
Europe, Berlin). Since 2006 she has been teaching courses on modern European history, cultural history, art history and art theory for graduate students
at the Universities of Klaipėda, Lithuania and Leipzig, Germany.

Eric Sandeen Professor and Director of American Studies at the University of Wyoming. Many of his publications have focused on photography and
American culture, for example: Picturing an Exhibition: The Family of Man and
1950s America and several recent articles on contemporary American photographers. He also studies American cultural landscapes, some of them urban
and some in the broader expanses of the West. Sandeen also works on public
sector American Studies projects, the most recent of which is a survey of
the contemporary landscape surrounding the Heart Mountain, Wyoming site
where Japanese and Japanese Americans were incarcerated during World War
II.
Ileana Selejan is a PhD candidate in the History of Modern and Contem-

war photography, documentary strategies and the avant-garde, esthetics,
ethics, and protest in the post-war era. With a current research focus on Nicaragua and Latin America, she is interested in case study based, trans-national
approaches to studying contemporary art and photography. She is a member
of kinema ikon, an experimental art group based in Arad, Romania.

Joseph Slaughter is associate professor of English and Comparative
Literature at Columbia University, where he teaches and in the fields of
postcolonial literature and theory, African, Caribbean, and Latin American
literatures, narrative theory, and human rights. His publications include articles
in Alif, Human Rights Quarterly, Research in African Literatures, The Journal of Human Rights, Politics and Culture, Comparative Literature Studies, and PMLA. He is a
founding coeditor of Humanity: An International Journal of Human Rights, Humanitarianism, and Development. He is the recipient of a number of prestigious prizes
and fellowships, including a Guggenheim Fellowship (2009). His first book,
Human Rights, Inc.: The World Novel, Narrative Form, and International Law (Fordham, 2007) was awarded the 2008 René Wellek prize for comparative literature
and cultural theory. He is currently completing two books: New Word Orders, on
intellectual property and world literature, and Pathetic Fallacies, which revises the
standard history of international human rights law by taking account of the
roles that colonialism, corporations, and corporate personhood played in the
establishment of an international legal order and the juridical categories that
later made human rights possible.
Dot Tuer is a writer and cultural historian who specializes in Canadian and
Latin American art and photography, with a focus on the contemporary and
modern periods. Her current research addresses the relationship of social
memory and witnessing to political agency. She also has a scholarly interest in
colonial Latin American history, with a focus on European-indigenous relations and cultural exchange.
Laura Wexler is the author of Tender Violence: Domestic Visions in an Age
of U. S. Imperialism (University of North Carolina Press, 2000) and Pregnant
Pictures (Routledge, 2000), co–authored with photographer Sandra Matthews.
Tender Violence was awarded the 2001 Joan Kelley Memorial Prize of the
American Historical Association for the best book in women’s history and/
or feminist theory. She also co–edited, with Laura Frost, Amy Hungerford and
John MacKay, the volume Interpretation and the Holocaust, as a special issue of
the Yale Journal of Criticism.
Andrés Mario Zervigón received his doctorate in art history from

porary Art at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University. She writes about

Harvard University in 2000. He specializes in the history of photography and
concentrates his scholarship on the interaction between photographs, film,
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and fine art. His work generally focuses upon moments in history when these
media prove inadequate to their task of representing the visual. Zervigón’s
book, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image: Photography, Persuasion, and the Rise
of Avant-Garde Photomontage (University of Chicago Press, 2012) situates the
famous artist’s images at just such a moment.

Mid Range
1) Cafe Condesa, Int’l (Inside Casa del Conde, large bookstore with books on
Central American history, politics, etc., right on Central Park.)
Porta del Comercio 4
2) Epicure, Int’l (Nice place with garden courtyard and good food. Has a takeout deli for sandwiches, etc. Food from owners’s local organic farm. Across
from the artisan market that is next to the Iglesia del Carmen Ruins.)
3ra Avenida Norte No. 11B
3) La Fonda de la Calle Real, Guatemalan and Mexican food. (It has three
locations in centre of town; old Antigua favourite.)
http://www.lafondadelacallereal.com/
4) Sabe Rico, Int’l
6ta Ave Sur No.7

Recommendations
High End

RESTAURANTS

1) Bistrot Cinq, French, (Great place for a special meal)
4ta Calle Oriente No. 7
2) Casa Santo Domingo, Int’l
3ra Calle Oriente No.28 A (Inside Hotel that has beautiful 		
grounds and Museums)
3) El Sereno, Int’l (Good terrace for sunsets)
4ta Ave Norte No. 16
4) Meson Panza Verde, Int’l (Music bar)
5ta Ave Sur No. 19. (Elegant, in boutique hotel)
5) Como Como, French
6ta Calle Poniente No. 6

5) La Peña del Sol , Int’l (live music at night)
5ta Calle Poniente No. 15C
Less Expensive
1) Doña Luisa, American and Guatemalan
4ta Calle Oriente No.12
2) Frida’s, Mexican
5ta Ave Norte No. 29
3) Rainbow Café, vegetarian food and local food, live music; relaxed place.
7a Avenida Sur No. 8
4) Fernando’s Kaffee Restaurant (Casual place. Great coffee, chocolate, good
place for breakfast or lunch.)
7a avenida norte #43 D.
5) Caffe Mediterraneo, Italian
6a Calle Poniente 6A
6) El Cazador Italiano (behind the Cathedral)
3 avenida Norte 1 B

MUSEUMS

6) Tartines, French (Good terrace)
4ta Calle Oriente No. 1C
7) Hector’s, French (Very small restaurant with great food)
1ra Calle Poniente No. 9
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1) Casa Santo Domingo Museums: Colonial, Archeology, Pre-Columbian Art
and Modern Glass Museums. Former Dominican Monastery and grounds,
now hotel and museums. The hotel also has a property above Antigua called
Santo Domingo del Cerro. There is a shuttle bus from the hotel. It has a
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restaurant, Art gallery, large grounds with art installations and one of the best
views of the valley and the volcanoes.
3a Calle Oriente. no. 28A.

from some 25 small villages throughout Guatemala. Consistently high quality
hand-woven textiles. Items tend to be tablecloths, napkins, cushions, runners,
bedspreads, bags. 4ta Calle Oriente, No. 3B.

2) La Azotea Cultural Centre, includes Museo Casa K’ojom (Maya Music and
Textile Museum) and also the Coffee museum. Buses run from in front of
the Cathedral in the central park. Look for the Museo Casa K’ojom minibus
that comes every hour on the hour between 9 am and 2 pm. Takes 15 to 20
min. Phone (+502) 7831 1486. If a small group is going you can call ahead
and have the minibus pick you up at the hotel. Closes on Saturday at 2 pm and
closed Sunday. Open Mon-Fri till 4 pm.

N.B. Main shopping and gallery streets are 4th and 5th Ave Norte and Sur, and
4ta Calle Oriente. But many lovely shops are found strolling around Antigua.

COLONIAL CHURCHES
1) San Francisco Church and Ruins

SPA AND GYM
1) Healing Hands Spa. 3ra Avenida Norte #20A. This has a small gym and
classes and massage therapists.
2) Porta Hotel Antigua ----Ceiba Porta Spa and Gym, 8va Calle Poniente No.
1. There is also a large outdoor swimming pool and I believe you can get a day
pass.
NOTES

2) Convento de Santa Clara and Church
3) La Merced Church, one of the most beautiful churches in Antigua, painted
in bright yellow.
4) Las Capuchinas Convent, beautiful fountains and courtyards.

* There is an English language magazine called Revue that has information
about what is going on in Guatemala. www.revue.gt
* The Camino Real Hotel in Antigua will have maps of the town showing all
the sights and restaurants. Another good website is www.aroundantigua.com

5) Santiago Cathedral, right in the Central Park
6) Church and Convent of the Jesuits. Now the Cooperacion Española, Spanish cultural centre close to the central park that has cultural events, exhibitions,
musical events etc. Entrance is free.

MARKETS AND SHOPS
1) Antigua has a very large local market that is open every day. It is north of
4th Calle and Monday, Thursday and Saturday are Market days and it gets very
busy. Near to the main market there is a handicraft market Mercado de Artesanías, 4th Calle Poniente.
2) Another small artisans’ market. El Mercadito de Artesanías. 5a Avenida
Norte No. 6. On the Central Park.
3) Nim Po’t, 5a Avenida Norte 29, large selection of clothing and handcrafted textiles and other items right in town on the street of the Arch (Calle del
Arco). Large hall with huge collection arranged by region. Good to visit to get
an idea of the variety of items made in Guatemala
4) Iglesia del Carmen. Right next to these ruins there is a traditional Maya craft
market every day of the week.
5) Colibrí, Weaving Co-op that has been around since 1984. Products come
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Thank You!
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